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Primaries narrow candidates to two

OPINIONS

Woes of winter
“Sometimes we whine as
though it were our right to have
this or that particular weather”

WORLD

Obama and
the Dalai Lama
“While most of the world sees
his Holiness the Dalai Lama as
a revered icon of love, peace,
and compassion, China’s government regards him as the seditious leader...”

A&E

Music networking
“For those of you who have trouble keeping the ‘Favorite Music’
section of your Facebook page
updated frequently enough ...
a solution to your problem has
been around since 2002 in the
form of the Web site Last.fm.”

IN BRIEF
Former Ft. Wayne Bible
College president dies
Dr. Don Gerig, 70, who served
as the final president of Fort
Wayne Bible College and Summit Christian College before its
merge with Taylor University,
died Tuesday following a long
illness.
Gerig was born August 7, 1939,
in Berne, Ind., where his father
was a missionary church pastor. He became sixth president
of Fort Wayne Bible College in
1986.
Gerig is survived by his wife
Caroline; two children, Denise
and Douglas; and six grandchildren.

Ben Witherington
speaking at Taylor

erington III will be speaking at
Taylor’s campus on Tuesday
evening at 7:30 p.m. in the ReHe will also speak

on Wednesday morning during
chapel and Wednesday afternoon at 1:30 p.m in the Recital
Hall. Witherington III serves on
the faculty at Asbury Theological
Seminary and St. Andrews University in Scotland. He has written over 40 books, two of which
were selected as top biblical
studies by Christianity Today.

WEEKENDWEATHER
TODAY		
33/ 19

SNOWY

SATURDAY
35/23

SNOWY

SUNDAY
36/25

SNOWY

Final
candidates to
be announced
today
By Colby Spear
A&E Editor
The Student Body Presidential
candidates
presented
their campaigns to students
Wednesday night hoping to gain
votes for the primaries.
As the candidates took
to a comfortable couch, the
seemingly relaxed demeanor of
the candidates couldn’t betray
the high level of tension felt
in the audience. Candidates
discussed various plans for
increased gender interaction,
greater athlete representation on
campus, and better connecting
students to the administration.
The debates also featured
an opportunity for students
to submit questions to the
candidates.

Timmy Huynh
Vice-presidential candidates juniors Liz Chang, Nate Estelle, and Kayla Birt watch as presidential candidates John Fowler, David
Miller and Nate Wheeler discuss their platforms during the primary debates in the union on Wednesday night.

Alleged abduction attempt keeps students wary
Police
investigating
reported
incident
By Bethany DuVal
Co-Editor in Chief
A female Taylor University
student was the alleged victim

of an attempted abduction from
her vehicle while driving alone
on an Upland-area county road
Feb. 19.
The Upland and Indiana
State
police
departments
responded to the incident and
called the Taylor University
Police Department (TUPD)
when they discovered the victim
was a Taylor student.
The student was not harmed,

and the three departments
said there is no reason for
other students to be alarmed.
However, the investigation is
still underway.
The Taylor University and
Upland police departments are
also adding more joint patrols
of the campus, especially on the
outskirts, according to TUPD
Chief Jeff Wallace.
“Certainly we always try to be

more visible, but being a small
department, that may be more
difficult,” Wallace said.
Students are advised to call
911 immediately if they ever fear
for their safety on or off campus,
and to call the TUPD’s 85555
extension if they see anything
that is out of the ordinary, but
non-threatening.
Wallace also asks that
students follow basic safety

practices by bringing company,
locking car doors and parking in
lighted areas when going on late
night trips.
“Upland’s very safe. Taylor’s
very safe. … But this is the real
world,” he said, “and all these
nice little community roads lead
to bigger places.”
Any questions regarding the
incident should be directed to
the TUPD at (765) 988-5395.

Campus skimps on electricity, learns sustainability
Green Week
features
competition,
education
By Stephen Groves
News Co-Editor
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The
campus
may
be
covered in white snow, but the
spirit was green this week as
groups from across campus
collaborated to raise awareness
of environmental sustainability
as it relates to Taylor.
Whether it was the facilities
services installing sensors that
automatically turn off the lights
in the bathrooms of the academic

buildings, or halls like Gerig
unplugging their refrigerators,
the initiative involved many
students and faculty taking
steps to reduce their electricity
consumption and become more
aware of environmental issues.
“Part of the goal with any
week like this is just to get
people thinking and talking
about their role as Christians
in creation care,” said graduate
student Kevin Crosby, president
of
Stewards
of
Creation
(SOC). “More specifically, we
wanted to educate students on
Christian stewardship, campus
sustainability actions and global
water issues.”
The week featured a “Green

See GREEN, page 2

Tim Kerigan
Residents of the third floor of Morris Hall cheer in preparation of the electricty being shut off on
Wednesday afternoon.

Envision features workshops, film screenings
By Stephen Groves
Co-News-Editor

Last night, students gathered
in the Recital Hall for a screening
of “As We Forgive,” a 2008
documentary about forgiveness
in the wake of the Rwandan
genocide of 1994.
The film, directed by Laura
Waters Hinson, details the story
of two Rwandan women who
must come face-to-face with the
men who killed their families.
The film, which won the 2008
student academy gold award for
best documentary, unpacks the
concept of forgiveness.
A short discussion followed
the screening, during which
junior Bryant Crubaugh, who
visited Rwanda last summer,
told the audience how the film
reminded him of the people of
Rwanda. Media communication
professor Kathy Bruner also
explained that the film held a
powerful message beyond just
that of Rwanda.
“Laura did not want this
film to be just about Rwanda,
but about grace and mercy
everywhere,” she said.

Friday Feb 26th
9:00am “Acting in Hollywood”
Luke Barnett, Recital Hall
11:00am “Film Scoring: Music’s Role in Narrative Storytelling”
“Juno” composer Mateo Messina, Recital Hall
12:00pm “So you wanna move to L.A.?”
TU grad Neil Aeschliman Dining Commons, Alspaugh West (bring
your tray)
1:00pm“Film Scoring” (a conversation specifically for music composition students)
“Juno” composer Mateo Messina, Rupp 222
1:30pm “Understanding the film producer’s role”
Brian Armes, American Film Institute Conservatory, Recital Hall
3:00pm”The film school experience: what to expect”
Brian Armes, American Film Institute Conservatory
Modelle Metcalf 002
4:00pm“Using Art for Social Change”
Luke Barnett, actor & documentary film producer,
Modelle Metcalf 002
7:00pm Envision Film Festival Screening & Awards
Mitchell Auditorium
Saturday Feb 27th Prospective student events
8:30am Campus Tour
9:30am Media Communication tour
11-1 High school film screenings & pizza at Habeckers’ home

Tim Kerigan
Junior Bryant Crubaugh discusses his experience in Rwanda
after the screening Thursday night.
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SIFE teaches
ﬁnancial stewardship

Technology changes ‘average student’

Seminar starts
studens with
Roth-IRA
By Yvette Rattray
Co-Editor in Chief

Students choose between academic and social pursuits in the classroom.

Teachers
adapt to new
expectations of
students
By Erin Pabody
News Co-Editor
Ten years ago, less than one
percent of students had laptops on
campus, according to T.R. Knight,
director of technology services. Now,
87 percent of students are using
laptops, and many take them to
classes. Technology has changed the
social and academic lives of students,
creating a new “average student.”
“[Ten years ago], students were
more willing to have a lecture type
experience than they are now,”
communication professor Jessica
Rousselow-Winquist said. “In fact,
they expected it.”
Many professors are being forced
to adapt their teaching styles to meet
the needs and expectations of today’s
students.
Media communication writing
professor and ‘93 Taylor alum, Sara
Brookshire, says the development
of technology has changed the way
she lectures because she knows her
students can access the notes later on
Blackboard.
Professors
are
also
being
challenged to ﬁnd new, creative
ways to present information due to
the decreasing attention spans of
students over the years.
“It almost makes me sick to
my stomach when I think about
how much we multi-task in the

classroom when we’re there to learn,”
sophomore Heather Poe said. “A lot
of kids bring their computers to
class to take notes on, but you know
once during that class period they’ve
checked their Facebook or e-mail or
when it gets boring they play Tetris
or something.”
While laptops and cell phones
have proved to be distractions in the
classroom, they have also greatly
beneﬁtted students and professors
alike.
Brookshire says because of e-mail
and cell phones, she is able to have
constant interaction with students
even though she is only on campus
three days a week. According to
her, today’s students have closer
relationships with their professors
because they are able to constantly
interact.
“I remember if I had to meet with
my advisor, I suppose I could call
him, but I probably never would
have,” Brookshire said. “I felt like
my professors were caring … but I
personally wouldn’t have ever seen
myself having coffee with one or
something.”
Poe says she has made it a goal
this year not to text during classes,
and she often leaves her laptop in
her room to avoid distractions while
trying to pay attention.
As an education major, Poe says
she is beginning to see that children
have rapidly decreasing attention
spans due to the time they spend
watching TV and other similar
activities.
“Things need to constantly be
changing [for them],” Poe said. “If
someone gets up and lectures, it’s
like the most boring thing that’s ever
happened to that student.”

Seventy-ﬁve students who consider
the economy in a low state plan to invest
their money through an innovative
project that will allow students’
investments to grow tax free.
Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE),
a student organization focused on
ﬁnancial entrepreneurship, encouraged
students to attend a 4-week seminar
focused on ﬁnancial literacy and
philanthropy Feb. 11 to March 4. The
seminars allow students to examine
how money is spent in their life and
learn about the power of giving.
“Good ﬁnances can radically change
your life,” said freshman Patrick Sells,
vice-president of SIFE. “All it takes is a
little bit of budgeting right now.”
At the end of the 4-week seminar,
students can set up an account for a
retirement agreement called Roth IRA.
SIFE organized this literacy project
to support the start of each student’s
investment with $250. The $50 deposita-month account is provided by T. Rowe
Price, a global ﬁnancial service.
Students are expected to invest at
least $50 to begin with. SIFE will give
$100 free for March. During April, May,
June, July and August, the students are

Josh Miller

The campus library has joined
classrooms in making technological
adjustments over the years.
According to Circulation and
Serials Manager Marsha Becker, the
library received about 1,000 print
periodical titles when she began
working there 17 years ago. Now
students have access to over 42,000
electric or print titles.
“The wealth of info is staggering to
me,” Becker said.
According
to
Instructional
Services Librarian Linda Lambert,
along with this wealth of information
comes the temptation for students
to be lazy in their research. She said
students often depend on whatever
the Internet gives them ﬁrst, instead
of digging deeper to ﬁnd the best
information.
Aside from changes in research
opportunities, Lambert said students
utilize the library differently than
they used to.
“The library has changed to
be the university’s living room,”
Lambert said. “[Students can] sit in
comfortable chairs, chat with friends
and have collaborative study. In my
day, we just studied independently,
went to the library for a quiet place.”
Even though the average student
today is different than the average
student 10 or 15 years ago, RousselowWinquist says she still loves teaching
and that she loves learning new
things from her students.
“That kind of thing energizes
me, and that’s why I love what I
do,” Rousselow-Winquist said. “If
[students] want to bring their laptops
and walk around with their cell
phones glued to their ears, I still love
them.”

expected to deposit their own money.
In September, SIFE promises to give
$50 as a momentum. Then, SIFE will
give the last $50 for the agreement in
January.
This retirement agreement is subject
to rules different than a traditional IRA.
A Roth IRA is tax free and cannot be
distributed until age 59 ½, according to
the IRS.
The age when someone can access
the money in a Roth IRA was another
reason SIFE felt college students would
beneﬁt from this ﬁnancial move. The
organization recognized that although
college students have some time before
retirement, it is best to consider future
ﬁnancial options early.
“[A Roth IRA] can be extremely
powerful by starting at a young age,”
Sells said, reﬂecting on Albert Einstein’s
belief that compound interest, which
works most effectively with time, is “the
most powerful force in the world.”
SIFE’s motto, “A head for business.
A heart for the world, ” was behind
the thoughts for the literacy project.
In preparation for the seminar, the
student organization worked with
professional investors like Mark
Seigelin, a distinguished Taylor Alum
(‘92) and Edward Jones consultant.
SIFE hopes students understand
that practicing good stewardship,
making smart investments and giving,
is an opportunity to better serve the
kingdom.
“From a kingdom prospective,” Sells
said. “The amount of money we could
save … could make a huge difference.”
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As a learning community, students and faculty at

GREEN, from page 1
Jam” organized by Students in Free
Enterprise (SIFE), during which
students learned from Clyde Rauch,
the CEO of Tuttle Construction, Inc.,
a company that specializes in building
Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) certiﬁed buildings. The
students then brainstormed ideas on
how to implement some of those ideas
on campus.
“It was nice sitting down with
professionals and having them explain
what could happen. It made everything
more realistic,” said the SIFE project
manager for the event, freshman Kevin
Baker. “We have a list of ideas we are

going to present to the university.”
Other events included “Green
Chapel” on Wednesday, a sharing time
by the team of environmental science
students who worked in Guatemala
during the January term, and a
presentation about water quality of the
Mississinewa River.
However, the event that received the
most participation was the electricity
reduction competition. Students in
some dorms went to extreme measures
to win the $500 prize. In Morris Hall,
the competition coincided with “Dude
Week”, during which residents gave up
certain technologies and even shut off

all power in the building for 12 hours.
“On my ﬂoor, people have been
getting into it, like getting angry at
people who turn on the lights,” Baker
said.
Crosby said that by Wednesday
the halls had decreased their energy
usage by 35 percent, which saved the
university nearly $900 in two days.
“In the beginning, I didn’t even
know that leaving something plugged
in still uses electricity [even when the
device is turned off],” Baker said, “but
unplugging their outlets is something
people can easily do and it makes an
impact.”

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary

participate in God’s reconciling mission through service,
congregational leadership, peacemaking and academic
scholarship. What does your future hold?
At the AMBS open house on March 13, you’ll get to know faculty
and students, participate in classes, and explore seminary life. For
details and registration, please visit www.ambs.edu/open-house
Located in Elkhart, Ind., AMBS has graduate degree and certificate
programs in ministry and theological studies. For more information,
please call 800.964.2627 or e-mail admissions@ambs.edu.
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monday

tuesday
Dr. Ben Witherington speaking
Carruth Recital Hall,
7 p.m.

wednesday

Chapel Rev. Ken Taylor
Rediger Auditorium,
10 a.m.

Paraguay Lighthouse share
session
Naussbaum 123
7-8 p.m.

Chapel Lisa Van Ryn
Rediger Auditorium,
10 a.m.

Envision Film
Festival
Mitchell Theatre,
7-9:30 p.m.

Vespers
Carruth Recital Hall,
8-9 p.m.

India Lighthouse
share session
Carruth Recital Hall,
6-7 p.m.

Dr. Ben Witherington speaking
Carruth Recital Hall,
1:30 p.m.

Systems SeminarTodd Shinabarger
Nussbaum 122,
4-5 p.m.

SBP and VP ﬁnal
candidate event
8:15-9:15 p.m.
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U.S. and Tibet cause tension in China
By Hannah Warstler
Staff Writer

President Barak Obama met with the
Dalai Lama on Feb. 18, much to China’s indignation. The two discussed
the Dalai Lama’s threefold commitments to human value, religious tolerance and political autonomy for Tibet.
China is outraged at the meeting, considering any show of support for the
exiled Tibetan leader a blatant broach
on its own internal affairs.
According to the New York Times,
the White House kept the meeting
low proﬁle; it set the talk in the Map
Room instead of the Oval Ofﬁce, restricted any press from the meeting,
and released only one photograph of
Obama and the Dalai Lama together.
The White House tactfully refrained
from arranging the meeting until after
Obama’s visit to Beijing in November.
“We are not seeking independence,”
the Dalai Lama explained on Monday’s
“Larry King Live.” “That’s why we call
it the Middle Way.”
He afﬁrmed that Tibetans have
qualms against Chinese policies that
harm their religious freedom, cultural
identity, and environment. Nevertheless, he said, “Tibet is a landlocked
country, materially backward. Every
Tibetan wants a modernized Tibet, so
for that reason we remain within the

People’s Republic of China.”
The ofﬁcial Web site for the White
House, whitehouse.gov, reported,
“The President stated his strong support for the preservation of Tibet’s
unique religious, cultural and linguistic identity and the protection of human rights for Tibetans in the People’s
Republic of China.”
President Obama also praised the
Middle Way approach and encouraged
the Dalai Lama to continue direct dialogue with the Chinese government.
While most of the world sees his Holiness the Dalai Lama as a revered icon
of love, peace, and compassion, China’s government regards him as the
seditious leader of its otherwise contented Tibetan region. BBC reported
that China’s Foreign Ministry warned
the U.S. to respect “the high sensitivity of Tibet-related issues” and “to immediately call off the wrong decision
of arranging for President Obama to
meet with the Dalai Lama…to avoid
any more damage to Sino-U.S. relations”.
Ahead of the meeting, the BBC News
Web site asked Chinese citizens how
they viewed the meeting and its affect
on Chinese-US relations. Responses
revealed a wide array of opinions ranging from indignation to approval.
One 17-year old student said, “My

“After we’ve said all these
things, to be able to now start
discussing things other than
terrorism, I don’t think will be
received very well.”
-Vikram Sood, a South Asia
security expert discusses
government talks in India
The Dalai Lama spoke with reporters outside the White
House after meeting with President Obama.
perspective on the matter is that the
Dalai Lama wants to gain some support from foreign leaders to make
threats … the U.S. should respect
China’s views about this disputable
ﬁgure.”
Another respondent declared, “I
think my government is opposed to the
idea of people having human rights.
That’s why they have urged the U.S.
government to cancel the meeting.”
The meeting is only one of a series
of conﬂicts between the U.S. and Chinese relations this year. Two weeks
before the U.S. announced the sale
of $6 billion worth of U.S. weapons
to Taiwan–a region Beijing considers

New York Times

Chinese territory. Other sources of
tension include the internet attacks on
Google attributed to Beijing and disputes about China’s suspiciously weak
currency. Though China has threatened to take action in response to U.S.
affronts, such verbal retaliations are
not worrying Washington.
“I don’t think either country can afford to simply walk away from the other,” White House spokesman Robert
Gibbs said to BBC News. “That’s not
what we would do, and I don’t think
that’s what anybody expects them to
do either.”

New Exercise Science study abroad program
By Mandolyn Hecox
Staff Writer
A new study-abroad opportunity in
the Dominican Republic was ﬁnalized
at Taylor University, and representatives for the program were on campus
last week to talk with students and faculty. The new program, in partnership
with Students International, will allow
Taylor exercise science majors to have
an international experience while advancing their exercise science skills.
Students International and Director
of Off-Campus programs Heather Sommer are trying to begin a semester-long
program with Taylor for almost three
years, and things have ﬁnally come together. The program is set to start Fall
2010.
“It’s a great program. You can study
and have a ministry opportunity at the
same time, and you won’t come back
the same,” said Lowell Troyer, the program director.
The program will offer one full-time

“... It was our way of
connecting with one
another in spite of our
different backgrounds
and cultures. ...”

physical trainer who will work with two
students at a time. This will allow those
enrolled in the program to take turns
experiencing for themselves one possibility of a future career. Around ten
of the students who attended the informational meeting expressed interest.
Exercise Science major Meagan Reed
is considering the program.
“I liked how the students would be
working with a professional in the ﬁeld

and having great ministry opportunities,” Reed said. “It seems like a great
opportunity to experience the ﬁeld of
exercise science in action.”
The 15 week program will have multiple sections with the ﬁrst ﬁve to six
weeks of the semester spent on intensive Spanish courses to prepare the
students for interaction, followed by a
week of travel and history. The remaining seven to eight weeks will be dedicated to ministry and hands on experience for the exercise science majors.
Ali Hinnen, an exercise science major, is also considering the program
and was interested in the variety and
opportunities of the semester.
“One thing I really liked was their
desire to build relationships with the
community and the people in the Dominican Republic,” Hinnen said.
Students International has partnered
with Taylor for around ﬁve years now,
but on a short term basis such as spring
break and missions trips.
2009 graduate Stephanie Leis went
on a spring break trip to the Dominican Republic and had high praise for
the program.
“We had worship, a message and
scheduled quiet time every morning before we went to our various sites, which
allowed us time for introspection about
what we were learning,” Leis said. “The
food was delicious and we even had the
opportunity to eat a meal at someone’s
home to get the true experience of the
culture.”
During her missions trip, Leis was
also able to participate with Dominican
children in a more personal way. She
spent time in a classroom, something
Fall 2010 participants might be able
to get involved in through ministry opportunities.
Leis explained how she high-ﬁved
one of the children, an action that
caught on quickly.
“It was our way of connecting with

one another in spite of our different
backgrounds and cultures,” Leis said.
She added that she is excited that Taylor is continuing the relationship with
Students International.
Previously, Students International
partnered primarily with Bethel College, mostly through their education
program. According to Vicki Mathews,
one of the program’s representa-

tives who lives on-site in the Dominican Republic, they are looking forward
to collaborating more with Taylor.
The organization is focused on on
developing long-term relationships
and community development in places
such as the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Costa Rica and Fiji.

On This Day in History
Feb. 26
1815

Napoleon Bonaparte escaped
from the Island of Elba and
began his second conquest of
France.

1863

U.S. President Lincoln signed
the National Currency Act.

1919

In Arizona, the Grand Canyon
was established as a National
Park with an act of the U.S.
Congress.

1933

A ground-breaking ceremony
was held at Crissy Field for the
Golden Gate Bridge.

1952

British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill announced that Britain had developed an atomic
bomb.
www.on-this-day.com
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An attempt at reconciliation
Rwanda- France’s current president
Nicolas Sarkozy spoke for the country Thursday and admitted “errors of
judgement” in regard to the Rwandan
genocide of 1994. In an attempt to help
relataions, Sarkozy was the ﬁrst French
head of state to visit Rwanda since the
genocide.
Police chief killed
Algeria- Ali Tounsi, the chief of Algeria’s
national police, was killed on Thursday.
Tounsi was shot by another police ofﬁcial. There are no indications that al
Qaeda is to blame. The ofﬁcial opened
ﬁre during an argument with Tounsi.
Political tension
Nigeria- Nigerian President Umaru
Yar’Adua has returned to his home after
three months of medical treatment. His
replacement was put in place only two
weeks ago. The president has stated
that he does not intend to take control
of the government yet.

WORLD

Opposing spies cooperate
Pakistan- C.I.A. and Pakistani spies are
working together to keep a captured
Taliban leader under lock and key. The
two teams are holding the leader in a
a secret detention center in Pakistan.
The odd relationship between the two
groups of spies holds as much tension
as cooperation.

Authorities close in on victim’s killer
Moscow- Authorities in Moscow have a
suspect for the killer of a human rights
worker. The worker, Natalya Estemirova,
was abducted and shot last July. They
have been unable to arrest the suspect
and are still unsure on who ordered the
attack.
French proposal to help the hurting
France- In an attempt to help victims of
physical violence and abuse, the National Assembly in France is expected
to pass the ﬁrst reading of a special proposal that would focus on aiding those
affected by “psychological violence”.
Campaign promises
Iraq- Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki
stated that the next step in his campaign
is to reinstate 20,000 army ofﬁcers who
served under Saddam Hussein. This act
seems to contradict the fact that he had
focused his campaign on denouncing
that former government.
Guantanamo prisoner sues
Australia- Mamdouh Habib won the
right to sue the government of Australia for complying with his treatment in
the Guantanamo Bay detention camp.
Habib said that Australian ofﬁcials were
present for some of his torture in the facility. He was imprisoned on the accusation of having information before the
9/11 attack.
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Dungeon dwelling seniors create, learn
However tedious, senior projects give students opportunity to put learned theories into practice
by Benita Lee
Contributor

T

he beginning of spring semester is
often accompanied by huge doses
of excitement and anticipation, for
summer is just around the corner. This
may or may not include seniors, who are more likely to experience a
mixture of emotions, ranging from nostalgia to relief to uncertainty.
The problem with being a senior is, aside from senioritis, panic attacks about life outside the ‘bubble,’ and the sudden realization that
a quarter of your life is over, there seems so much to do and so little
time.
On that long to-do list is often a senior project, which, for many
majors, is a huge step closer to the ‘real world.’
Senior projects may come in different forms relative to different
majors, but they are all significantly time-consuming, sort of a way
for seniors to go out with a big bang.
They range from cumulative exams for Business majors, to research papers for Philosophy and International Studies majors, to
practicum for Psychology and Elementary Education majors. But,
they also include other projects that are a far cry from tests or papers, especially for students in the Science departments.
If you’ve been wondering why you haven’t seen any computer science or engineering physics majors lately, it’s probably because they
were investing endless hours of blood, sweat, and tears into their
senior projects.
Students have been working diligently, often spending both days
and nights in the Dungeon, in an effort to perfect their craft. They
have a choice between designing an extensive project in a familiar
domain or venturing out into new territory.
Computer science seniors Levi Carter and Caleb Cossick came up
with the idea to create a wish list website that anyone, anywhere in
the world, can use. GiftHippo.com provides a platform for people to
exchange wish lists, as well as shop for items on others’ lists. The concept behind the hippo theme is to create an easily recognizable identity that is distinctive among similar web services.
The purpose of the project is to take the pressure off festive seasons and allow families and
friends to collaborate in their gift-giving efforts.
A unique feature of the website is its integration
of advertisements to display products similar to
those on a person’s wish list. The site makes use of
AdSense, Google’s advertisement service, to do so.
All the services available on the website are also
accessible on Facebook.
Carter admits that managing time to maximize
productivity while working 60 hours a week was a
stretching experience.
“The project didn’t feel particularly rewarding
until we were almost finished with it,” he said. “Once we reached the
point where we were able to sit back and look at our creation as a
whole, it felt much more rewarding.”
Carter and Cossick anticipate spending an extra month after grad-
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Seniors Zach Jones, Matt Brocker, Nick Fortosis, Tim May, Lauren Vriezema, Ted Mitchell, and Justin Goeglein show off their
lithium ion motorcycle.
uation on their project to focus on completing and launching the
website commercially. Both are excited to see their efforts come to
fruition this summer.
“In the end it is worth it as we walk across
the stage at graduation,” Carter said. “We have
thrived in a highly valued and respected academic program and created a useful portfolio for
ourselves in the process.”
Other projects in the major include a migraine
tracker by senior Sarah Amodio, and memorization software to help actors remember their lines
by senior Rachel Bird.
Engineering physics senior Justin Goeglein
led a team of 7 other students to engineer and
construct a lithium ion electric motorcycle. Their
project was a diverse one, with various design elements and subsystems, as well as a variety of tasks for people with
different skills and interests to work on.
The group chose to construct the particular type of motorcycle because they understood that a lithium ion battery chemistry extends

the ranges of a motorcycle, resulting in its ability to store more batteries with a longer life span.
The team faced several challenges due to the complexity of the
project; they had to research and develop solutions for each engineering problem, and then test it and attempt to prove their solutions wrong.
After the experience of collaborating with others and investing tremendous effort into the project, Goeglein has come to recognize “the
importance of teamwork and integration between systems.”
“The project helped us realize the significance of doing good design
engineering and doing it well,” he said.
Despite the tedious 60-hour work week over J-term, team member
and senior Matthew Brocker admits it was a unique experience for
him.
“This process created a lot of ownership in our project,” he said. “I
learned an incredible amount of information during J-term alone.”
And after spending four years poring over endless books and papers, it must be refreshing to put theories into practice and create a
piece of work that is the culmination of your college career.
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while I’m here. So not only have I been able to learn the business side
of the industry, but I have been able to have a ton of hands-on experience with all recording equipment.
By the end of the semester, all artists will have made three master recordings. Their best original recording will be put on a compilation CD
released on 450 Records, CMC’s indie record label. I’ve had the chance
to record guitar, bass and background vocals on many of my peers’
songs. Not only have I had the chance to play on many of these songs,
but I have the privilege to co-write songs with a number of artists. In
between recording sessions, songwriting and learning about contracts,
I’ve been able to find time to make a few demos of my own.
For our spring break trip, we will be traveling down to Nashville to sit
in on record label meetings, tour Blackbird Studios (one of Nashville’s
primer recording studios), and see what the third largest music city in
America is like and how it really operates.
Coming to the CMC doesn’t automatically make me famous, but it’s
giving me the necessary skills to survive in the music industry.

Anything with sequins on men
Luge
All but the last two minutes of Cross-country
Women’s ice hockey
Women’s snowboarding
Curling (all the rest of the teams)
Bob sled
Events Americans won’t win

Part bookstore, part coffee shop, Tree of Life is like
Barnes & Noble’s Christian sibling. We spotted three
tasty-looking soups du jour on a chalkboard menu
and skipped past the “Testamints” to the cafe. The
prices are fair: regular coffee, iced or hot, is a dollar
(and refills are free!) Our barista was really nice; she
let us try some samples, and recommended combining the cheddar and chili soups. We did, and it
was great. While we were waiting for our food, we
browsed the tables of books on display. This month’s
feature was Amish romance novels. The atmosphere
was relaxed, there were cafe tables and couches by
the window, plus they had free WiFi. It’s conveniently
located between Meijer and Wal-Mart, so you have
a good excuse to drive that far. It’s owned by Pastor
Darren Campbell of Exit 59 Church, so check it out—
and support your local church.

!

YO, ADRIENNE

(AND ALISSA)

Yo, Adrienne!
Nostalgia night is over. There’s nothing going on
for me until spring break. How should I spend
my time?
-Bored
Dear Bored,
First of all, don’t spend it making a countdown
for spring break. Have mercy on the seniors;
some of us don’t want to be reminded that
our care-free days are numbered. Instead,
you might:
1.
Make the last snowman of the year.
Try to top that one between Wengatz and the
library.
2.
If your floor isn’t having a pick-a-date
in this time, do something pick-a-dateish
with your group of guys and gals. Go to dinner and a movie in Indianapolis or take a mini
road trip.
3. Speaking of countdowns, you might begin
preparing for 2012, the looming worldwide disaster. Check out this site: www.2012contact.
com and send your family to “grandma’s farm,
a thousand miles away.”
4. Prepare an act for the Reject Show! It’s
a good cause—and in light of 2012, what
do you have to lose?
5. Sex and the Cornfields - I mean the
campus-wide dialogue about sexuality. It will take place the week of
March 8, so mark your
calendars.

Answering your
questions one round
at a time.
echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.com
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ment where they must be

qualities in the spirit of competition.”

I’m not famous…at least not yet.
With three years of TU under my belt,
I was ready to burst the bubble and see
something more than corn. I have been on
the Island with only a handful of other students from other campuses
around the country. We have gathered together at The Contemporary
Music Center (CMC) on Martha’s Vineyard to eat, sleep and breathe
everything about the music industry.
The CMC has three tracks: an executive, a technical and an artist
track. I am studying the executive track which means I manage two
of the students who are studying as artists and I learn all about artistmanager contracts, record labels and record contracts. While I learn
about the business side of the industry, I am also able to learn about
songwriting and studio recording.
With a 24-hour open door policy on all buildings, I have unlimited
access to more than $100,000 worth of professional recording equipment. This policy is what has encouraged me to learn as much as I can

by Brian Hansen
Contributor

Tree of Life, Marion, Ind.
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Junior Brian Hansen gains valuable skills, experiences to survive a future in the music industry
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administration.
“ ... In Taylor’s past, the Student Body President has been benign,”
Bolte said. “But the SBP needs to be an active voice and utilize the
programs we have here on campus.”
During his presidency, Bolte moved the role of SBP away from filling a chair at meetings to being an effective member of the student
body. He also made innovative changes while in office. One change is
that the president shares an equal partnership with the vice president,
Jess Samples, instead of having only one one person in charge. Bolte
and Samples work as a team because they realize the SBP role entails
a lot of work. Bolte would like to see this strategy
continued.
Along with working more as a team, both Bolte
and Samples work with closer with Executive Cabinet.
Senior and president of Executive Cabinet, Maria Tsuleff hopes to see the continual progress and
improvement of the SBP’s role on campus and communication among the ranks.
“It’s important to convey information they gain
from the higher ups to people on campus,” Tsuleff
said.
Tsuleff also commented about the need for the president to be able
to share opinions and to be able to lead a variety of people in different
forms of leaderships.
“They need good leadership skills,” Tsuleff said. “They’re not only
required to lead students, but to lead meetings with all adults.”
Bolte also sees importance in continuing a relation-based SBP. Since
the SBP is the voice of the students, relationships are crucial. According to Bolte, the SBP must be “teachable, willing to be open-minded,
and able to accurately represent ideas.”
Even though times change and many SBPs pass through Taylor’s
campus, they all strive to lead and serve Taylor’s community and will
hopefully continue to do so in the future.

The life & times of (elsewhere): CMC

Ski jumping
Skeleton
Cross-country’s last two minutes
Men’s ice hockey
Men’s snowboarding
Curling (teams with attractive athletes)
That one with the rifles
Speed skating

by Alissa Goeglein
Life & Times Co-Editor

The Letter of Reprimand, page

C

ampaigns and primaries mean
the exciting beginning of the
annual run for Student Body
President (SBP).
Taylor’s history contains numerous SBPs with many different approaches, but all are supposed to follow the set of guidelines within
Taylor’s constitution.
The president’s primary role is to make sure Taylor Student Organization (TSO) upholds the school’s constitution. TSO membership
includes Student Senate, Student Court, Student Activities Council
(SAC), Student Services, Inter-Class Council, Multicultural Affairs, Leadership Services, Press Services, Financial Services and Executive Secretary.
Joe Foote, SBP in 1992-93, described his role as CEO
of executive cabinet and TSO. According to Foote, he
spent an average of eight to ten hours in meetings every
week.
Campus has changed many times throughout the
years and when Tamara Shaya won in 2007, she became the first female minority student body president
in over a decade.
In an Echo article in 2007, Shaya explained her role of SBP as creating leadership by building relationships with students on campus. She
chose to support various students on campus and other events that
interested her like World Religions Week.
From Foote to Shaya, the position of SBP progressed from a more
serious and office like job to additionally develop relationships with
the student body.
Current SBP, Jordan Bolte, says his average week consists of talking
with Executive Cabinet, leading meetings and being a student representative as staff, faculty and council meetings. In the past, the role of
SBP was based on programs, raising money for an event or trying to
change things on campus.
Now, Bolte hires program leaders and is the voice of students to the

OLYMPIC EVENTS TO WATCH

The semester is young, therefore it’s appropriate to help ensure all
students are on the same page, both literally and figuratively, about the
content of this handly little planner. Listed are some of the more peculiar,
lesser-known (or less-enforced) rules, regulations, and suggestions that
may have snuck past an average student upon first reading.

11. A “written document of inappropri-

Past and current presidents reveal changing responsiblities to fufill needs of student body

“... the SBP
needs to be an
active voice and
utilize the
programs we
have here on
campus.”

Student Life Handbook
& Odyssey: peculiar rules,
regulations revealed

On Nakedness, page 13.

SBP role changes through time
by Julia Berger
and Hannah Ehrsam

“Once we
reached the point
where we were
able to sit back and
look at our creation
as a whole, it felt
much more
rewarding.”

Thou Shalt Not Wear Athletic

February 26, 2010

Timmy

Huynh

ness].”

ing and playing loud games in the lawn
areas outside the residence halls are not
permitted during quiet hours.”

Comic illustrated by Luke Shuman

Hopeful hand brushes,
encouraging eye contact,
and stirring second glances

Are you this guy? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@

gmail.com and we’ll connect you. If you have an missed
connection of your own or one of your friends, send us a brief
recap of the encounter. Include the time, location, story and
any other useful information, and we’ll turn your words into a
comic in next week’s issue.
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last.fm - Be careful what you listen to
By Colby Spear
A&E Editor
There’s no denying that we live in
an age of social networking, founded
upon the unshakeable cornerstones of
Facebook, and, dare I say, Myspace
(remember those friends with such convoluted Myspace template themes that
your Internet Explorer would crash trying
to load their page?).
At times it feels as if the number of
social networking Web sites are multiplying with the force of pet rabbits at a
Barry White concert and with exponential specificity as well.
One genre of social networking Web
site that is no exception to this multiplication principle is the music genre. For
those of you who have trouble keeping
the “Favorite Music” section of your
Facebook page updated frequently
enough to convince your Facebook
friends you do indeed have “good taste
in music,” a solution to your problem
has been around since 2002 in the form
of the Web site Last.fm.
Last.fm allows users to create a bare
bones profile for themselves that simply
includes a profile picture, email address,
about me section and date of birth.
The site then functions to record the
play counts from your iTunes library as

well as the play counts off your iPod
once plugged into a computer. This is
made possible through audioscrobbling,
technology that records the played
tracks onto your profile every time
you’re online with your Last.fm account,
for anyone else with an account to see.
For instance, if I listen to “How Do
I Live Without You” by LeAnn Rimes
18 times in a row, then all of my Last.
fm friends can see that and, as you’d
expect, a fair amount of privacy is
sacrificed so that you can satiate your
classmate’s desire to find out what you
listen to every night at 11 p.m. and vice
versa.
One might feel compelled to ask,
then, what’s the benefit of having a Last.
fm account if I don’t want my friends to
know that my two most played artists
are Justin Bieber and “The DaVinci
Code” Unabridged Audiobook? For
one, with the networking technology
of Last.fm it is quite easy to discover
new artists from your friends’ pages
and keep up with which songs are hot
through the compiled play counts of all
the Last.fm users.
For those of you who are fans of music Web sites that function as personalized radio stations such as Pandora or
Grooveshark, Last.fm offers the feature
of personalized radio as well by catering
to the artists you’ve already established

that you like or artists that the site
recommends based on your listening
habits.
Personally, my favorite feature of Last.
fm is the event recommendation feature
that will list upcoming concerts a user
might be interested in based on listening
habits and location, although I don’t
recommend using this feature while
at Taylor since it will be a constant reminder that most artists don’t find time
to stop in Indiana while on tour.
Last.fm is not only a great resource
for the self-described music connoisseur, but an effective medium for the
budding artist in need of publicity to get
their name out and provide a way for
potential fans to stream and download
their music.
Essentially, what one can find in Last.
fm is a way to satisfy two of the deepest
desires of college students: the desire
for social connectivity and the desire
to make sure everyone knows you
“listened to that band before they got
popular.” If you feel the need for either
of these things, go ahead and set up
and account for yourself, just be careful
what you listen to.

Shutter Island
Movie

Teen Dream
Beach House

The Unnamed
Joshua Ferris

Let’s begin by saying “Shutter Island” is not scary; it’s a
psychological thriller that’s intended to blow your mind. Those
of you who would refuse to see a “scary” movie, take heart that
the trailer shows the scariest parts of this film.
We follow a WWII vet, Teddy, who takes on an investigation to find a missing patient from an island asylum. During
the case, Teddy and his partner uncover enough suspicious
behavior from both the patients and doctors to warrant a slew
of conspiracy theories. Teddy starts digging, and psychological
chaos increases exponentially.
There are times, especially early in the film, when you’ll think
there are errors and goofs all over the screen, but let me warn
you: Martin Scorsese is a genius and he knows what he’s doing. Every frame of the film is in the reel for a reason.
Scorsese gives you enough clues to try and figure out the
mystery yourself, but thinks it’s hilarious to ruin all of your detective work every twenty minutes or so by throwing the plot for
a loop. Smart kids like you will likely guess the twist, but you’ll
never guess the twist-twist, or the twist-twist-twist.
Even after the last line of the film you’ll be trying to piece the
final picture together.
But here’s the bottom line: do you like movies? If yes, drop
everything you have today, skip all your classes, and go see this
movie before someone blows the story for you.

How many times have you wished that you and your significant other could be vagabond musicians that travel the world
playing music for a likely small, but adoring audience?
If you’ve never imagined this scenario, pop some Tylenol PM
and start dreaming because it’s proving to be a pretty successful career path for the indie dream pop band Beach House.
While the guy-girl duo has been selling out shows in Washington D.C., Toronto, San Francisco and Atlanta, they’ve also
released their third album, “Teen Dream,” which traveled to 43
on the U.S. Billboard 200 charts.
At first listen, you might want to ask me, “Why did you just
recommend that I take Tylenol PM to get to sleep when I
can just listen to this album on repeat a couple times?” For a
while, I was actually asking myself the same question, but with
repeated listens “Teen Dream” grows into ten tracks of sonic
heaven-gems.
It’s no surprise that a band with a sound described as
“dream-pop” would evoke some sensation of somnambulism
(“Real Love”), but Beach House can also enforce a rock presence when necessary as well (“Take Care,” “Zebra”). And just
when the Baltimore couple begins to lull you to sleep with a
obtrusive organ, don’t be surprised if you’re startled awake by
a reeling guitar lead or thundering drum roll (“Walk in the Park”).
Is this guy-girl duo a working example of Nate Wheeler’s
campaign for “bridging gender barriers”? Listen to “Teen
Dream” and decide for yourself whether or not the idea sounds
good to you.

Joshua Ferris’ debut novel, “And Then We Came to the
End,” had the capacity to take your breath away with both its
tragic beauty and lung-depleting laughs - a rare feat that set the
bar sky-high for whatever would come next in his literary career.
His second novel, “The Unnamed,” shows that Ferris had no
interest in topping his prior acclaim but instead felt compelled
toward stylistic innovation, creating a work so solemn and
bizarre as to wholly unhinge his readers’ expectations.
It’s the story of Tim Farnsworth, a man with a peculiar and
incurable disorder that causes him to intermittently drop whatever he’s doing and walk; walk until he either collapses from
exhaustion or is picked up by his wife. Relentlessly sad, the
book’s three acts articulate the slow dissolution of Farnsworth’s
marriage as a consequence of his affliction.
Following in the Jose Saramago school of taking preposterous concepts and giving them the illusion of intimacy, Ferris
brings his imagination down to earth, but does so with a good
measure of tedium. The book often feels labored in its attempts
at being poetic and philosophical, yet these are pardonable offenses, as ultimately the poignancy that develops finds a warm
hovel within the reader.
While not quite a game-changer like his first novel, “The Unnamed” establishes Ferris as one of the first important writers
to have emerged in this new century.

Eric Skala

Colby Spear

Steve Etheridge

Do you enjoy reading this page? If not, please send concerns, questions, or potential
contributions to our customer service representative at colby_spear@taylor.edu
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The alien youth

By Thad Harmon
Columnist
“I am a human and let nothing human
be alien to me” – Terence.
I don’t know who Terence was, or in
what context he penned, uttered, or
otherwise gave order to these words,
but they rest nicely together in ink, and
speak a very simple yet profound message—a message that Christians could
do well to consider.
I don’t think Terence was glorifying
the depth of his own human experience. Nor do I think he was reveling in
the mire of negative human potential. I
think he was simply responding to the
notion that human actions, when foreign from one’s own culture, are surprising, perverted, or in some way inconceivable.
His resolution stands as an accounting for perspective, as a pointed revolt
against prejudiced, reactionary bias.
His words seek to challenge the innermost, godless corner of self that is often
idly ignored, suppressed, and left alone
to fester.
Surrounded by a world entrenched
in abysmal, self-indulging values, we
Christians have a tendency to retreat
into safe environments, surrounding
ourselves with others who also wish
to avoid contracting sinful desires and
ghastly habits.
With the most honorable of intentions, we tend to become like desperate
prisoners of war, huddling together in
the corners of our cells waiting patiently for some stroke of providence to set
us free.
In this almost unavoidable circumstance we ﬁnd ourselves in, the world
can steadily become a place of alien,
horriﬁc acts, to be avoided at all cost.

OPINIONS

Someone famously said, “We fear
that which we don’t understand.” Living here, obscurely on land that would
otherwise be used to grow agrarian delights, surrounded by odd chutes growing toward the sky, it is difﬁcult to not
begin to feel, even unknowingly, that
the outside world is a place altogether
alien.
And truly, it is. But when we begin to
fear the world, when we become so out
of touch with the preeminent milieu of
our time, we can easily become ineffective at sharing our message, our hope. It
is difﬁcult to reach anyone from a place
of pious agitation.

“God is never
surprised by
sin and I’m
convinced that
we shouldn’t be
either.”
God is never surprised by sin and
I’m convinced that we shouldn’t be either. Let us never forget that the same
brokenness that pervades the world is
still very present in our lives, and can
still crack the walls of our communities, not matter how isolated—though
we may not condone certain behaviors,
we would all certainly perform some of
them if able.
I am not calling for a collective exodus
from lives of intentional restraint, but I
am encouraging the Christian community not to respond to sin with fearful
disdain or even sheltered indignation.
Terrence’s words prod at the ﬁre of
our intentions, and truly, cause us to
question whether we’ve allowed ourselves to become so repulsed by the
world that we fear it.

Digital living
By Tim McDermott
Columnist
Consider this. There is a world in
which no one has any use for face-toface communication. E-mailing, texting, and Facebook have taken over. No
one sees anyone anymore.
If you need to get into contact with
anyone, all you have to do is open your
computer or your cell phone and you
instantly have the world at your ﬁngertips.
People in this world don’t even know
what their “friends” look like unless
they were wearing that awesome shirt
they were wearing in that picture you
commented on.
Though this may seem like the Twilight Zone (not really, though, because
then they would all have to be ghosts),
it is not as farfetched as one might believe. We are a culture that has become
addicted to constant contact.
Gone are the days of calling someone
and having to leave a voicemail or having to go see them in the place where
they live or work.
These days, if you can’t call me, text
me, tweet me, poke me, e-mail or instant message me, you must be standing right in front of my face.
See, the problem is that we have become so accessible that we are no longer accessible.
We have relationships with people in
which the “communication” between us
is nothing but electrical impulses trav-
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eling down a length of cable and into
our computer.
Then we go around and complain that
the government is gaining too much information about us. But we do their job
for them.
Every time we ﬁll out a proﬁle, we give
the government—and anyone else, for
that matter—everything they will ever
need to know about us.
We have Facebook friends that we
don’t even know, that we have never actually seen in real life. How do we know
these people are even real?
We have become afraid of the face-toface. We are so afraid that people might
actually get to know us and see through
the masks we wear that we let technology replace the space that people are
supposed to occupy.
Our lives have become less about
real relationships and more about how
many “friends” we have. Those people
might as well be ghosts with how much
we actually see them.
What happened to the days of “Let’s
go get coffee and catch up”? Now we
don’t need to go catch up because we
can check a person’s Facebook whenever we feel like it to ﬁnd out what’s
happening in their lives.
We know everything there is to know
about people except what’s actually
real. We don’t know that they have been
struggling with depression because
their Facebook status always says how
great their day was.
We don’t know that they feel as if they
are constantly alone with no one to turn
to because they still have 500 friends
on Facebook. We don’t know what they
struggle with because there is no box
for that in their About Me section.
In reality we don’t actually know
them.

My fair Miss February
By Yo Herman
Columnist
Springtime. Mmmm, the thought of
sunshine and green grass brings a smile
to my little fruity pebble heart. Sandals, shorts, and outdoor sports? Yes,
please.
But as I consider my friends April and
May, Miss February still stands right in
front of me—and shy Miss March right
behind her.
And although Miss February’s name
isn’t very pretty, I know God still loves
her as much as He does her golden sisters, April and May. God loves her … no
matter what I say.
Sometimes, and I’m so sorry, I do
call Miss February icky and gross. She
stings my ﬁngers and bites my toes. I
make fun of her gloomy sky, and I laugh
at her naked trees. I poke at her lonely
sun and tell her, “Go away, please!”
I warn her squirrels, “Go back home!
This is no time for games!” Then she
freezes my car for calling her names.
I spread rumors with my friends because she made me fall. Then, again I

go, and again I fall.
I call her wind bitter and her air mean.
Then I plead with Weather, “Please,
change the scene!”
But you know what, Miss Feb.? I’m
sorry for all those mean things I’ve said.
Please, don’t hate me. Do forgive me
instead.

“Yes, it’s cold
outside. But
don’t let your
heart be cold
inside!”
I’ll take your kiss, and I’ll tell them
this: Man, February is beautiful! I can’t
believe we complain about winter. How
can we gripe about this, God’s amazing
creation?
February is so gracefully garbed! The
world around us is wearing white from
the HEAVENS! The HEAVENS! Think
about it. That white stuff your roll into a
ball and throw at your friend came from
the sky.

While I usually enjoy the opinions articles and applaud them for the issues on which they touch, I think
last week's article about the Olympics was completely
uncalled for.
I know a lot of people, myself included, who thoroughly enjoy the Olympics and look forward to them whenever they come around, and if you don’t like the Olympics
that much, DON’T WATCH!
I’m sorry, but is it really that big of a deal that the torch
went out? Accidents happen. And for the record, Canada
spent billions of dollars getting ready for the Olympics,
and if you're going to criticize them for anything, criticize the fact that they pulled from a fund for a homeless
shelter to help pay for the Olympics.
Who's on this jury that you mentioned, just you? Are
you really comparing which sport is more gay? Really,
that’s all you can think of when you watch the Olympics,
you can’t just appreciate the talent, hard work, dedication, and athleticism that each person brings to the
competition?
Snowboarding shouldn’t be an Olympic sport, are
you kidding me?! If sports always stayed the same and
never changed, the Olympics would be pretty boring to
watch.

We live in a real-time, real-life snow
globe! And every so often God shakes
our little world so that we can see His
beauty, so we can remember that He
still holds us in His hands.
Sometimes we whine as though it were
our right to have this or that particular
weather—as though we knew what this
or that day should be. But in truth, our
“perfect” weather is usually ﬂeeting.
After a couple weeks of spring, we’ll
say “Ugh, I can’t wait for this rain to end
and the sun to ﬁnally come out.” Then,
after summer comes along, we’ll say, “It
is sooo hot! I can’t wait for fall. I love
when the leaves change color.”
And when that dream ends and we
turn back to winter we’ll say, “Let’s go
make a snowman! And let’s go sledding!” But then, inevitably, we return to
where we are now.
And I’ll be honest. We all know February: She can be rather icy. Yes, it’s
cold outside. But don’t let your heart be
cold inside!
Appreciate the world around you!
God’s beauty doesn’t leave just because
you have. Your dreams may take you to
springtime and summer, but they will
not take you to thankfulness and joy.
So go out there and catch a few snowﬂakes. Enjoy this winter wonderland!
And remember, the earth is still pretty
… even when the roads aren’t.

But sports are always changing, and the athletes are
always challenging themselves and ﬁnding harder skills
to learn. Of course snowboarding changes every year,
ﬁgure skating changes every year, gymnastics changes
every year!
Who are you to judge what should or should not be an
Olympic sport? Until you get out there and try just one
of those skills (and trust me, they’re not easy) that the
snowboarders do, you have no knowledge to be able to
make those statements.
And how does a commercial have anything to do with
the Olympics? Oh, and I’m so glad you're mature enough
to call Mary Carillo a dude, that’s great, really.
In case you forgot, she was at the Summer Olympics
too. Way to pick the smallest, most insigniﬁcant things
to bash on.
Just because you personally can’t appreciate the Winter Olympics doesn’t mean that they aren’t as good as
the Summer Olympics, and I’d appreciate if you spoke
for yourself and not “most of the world,” and especially
not for me, because personally, I think the Winter Olympics are amazing, and I appreciate the talent that ALL
the athletes have in these competitions.
- Sammie Gibbs, Junior

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu by 3
p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words. Due
to volume, we cannot print all opinions articles that we receive.
Please keep your opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.
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Trojans fall in ﬁnal minutes
By Eric True
Sports Co-Editor
Last Saturday at Indiana
Wesleyan’s Luckey Arena, fans
gathered to watch the rivalry
between IWU and TU.
In another overtime game,
reminiscent of the last meeting
between the two teams, IWU
claimed an 87-76 win over the
Trojans.
The loss was especially tough
for the Trojans heading into
MCC play.
“There is no better way to prepare for the MCC Tournament
than playing the No. 1-ranked
team in the conference and 8thranked team in the nation on
their home court,” said freshmen Tess Rudolph.
With the start the Wildcats
had, overtime seemed like a
long shot for the underdog
Trojan team. IWU came out of
the gates on ﬁre, hitting nine
3-pointers in the ﬁrst half which
led to a 37-30 halftime lead.
The second half remained
true to the pace of the game as
IWU continued to hold on to
the lead, and was able to keep
an eight-point advantage with
about four minutes left.
At this point, TU kicked into
gear. Their comeback began
with a string of three straight
3-pointers which helped them
get back in the game.
Senior Bethany Ballard was
fouled with 11 seconds left and
Taylor down by one at 68-69.
Unfortunately, Ballard was
only able to hit one of two free
throws, which led to the overtime period.
In the overtime, IWU was able
to take back control of the game
and outscore the Trojans 18-7,
which led to the 87-76 win.
“The atmosphere of the game
was so intense because the
game was so close the entire
time” said Rudolph, who contributed 12 points in the loss.
The Trojans then headed back
home to take on Marian College
in the ﬁrst round of the MCC

week in review
Men’s Basketball
(11-19, 2-14)

Timmy Huynh

Junior Allison Reece battles in the paint against Marian College Tuesday in Odle Gym.
Tournament.
Taylor, who came in as the
fourth seed, hosted the ﬁrst
round game at Odle Gym
against the ﬁfth-seeded Marian
Knights. The game did not go
Taylor’s way from the start, as
they shot 28.6 percent from the
ﬂoor. Taylor went into halftime
down by nine at 31-22, but they
could not get any closer than

that throughout the rest of the
game. Marian was able to extend the lead to 14 at one point,
but TU battled back and got the
lead to within nine points again
with about 3 minutes left to
play. Once again, it was the poor
shooting with doomed TU. That
combined with Marian’s 55-33
rebounding advantage added
up to a 64-50 Marian victory.

Unfortunately for the Trojans,
the loss ended the regular season in which TU went 17-11 (9-7
MCC), playing with a mainly
freshmen line-up. Taylor still
has an outside chance of receiving an at-large bid to the NAIA
National Tournament in Sioux
City, Iowa.

Women’s Basketball
(17-11, 9-7)

The men’s basketball team
lost their last game of the
season in a disappointing 6563 loss to Indiana Wesleyan
(#5 MCC) on Saturday. The
game marked the ﬁnal loss of
a nine-game losing streak to
ﬁnish the season.
Despite a 16-point deﬁcit at
the end of the ﬁrst half, the
men came back strong in the
second and got within two
points with only six seconds
remaining on the clock.
Freshman Casey Coons was
the high scorer with 21 points.
Upcoming games:
Season Concluded

Women’s basketball lost in
the ﬁrst round of the MCC
Tournament to Marian by a
score of 64-50. Taylor went
into the tournament seeded
fourth while Marian entered as
a ﬁfth seed. Shooting accuracy
hurt the Lady Trojans as they
shot just 28.6 percent from the
ﬁeld.
Taylor managed to reduce the
Marian lead to nine by halftime
with a score of 31-22. However, Marian continued to pull
away thanks to their ability to
out-rebound the Trojans 55-33.
The Lady Trojans still hold on
to a slim chance to enter the
NAIA National Tournament in
Sioux City, Iowa.
Upcoming games:
Season Concluded

Men’s Track & Field

Women’s Track &
Field

The men’s track team eclipsed
the score sheet during the
Trine Invitational last Friday
as they ﬁnished 1-2-3 in three
events and ﬁnished ﬁrst in
six events. The men started
with the long jump where
junior Josh Henson set the
tone for the ﬁrst 1-2-3 ﬁnish
with a 6.45m jump, the best
of the three. Other highlights
include the 800-meter dash,
where junior Nate Kirsch led
a 1-2-3-4 ﬁnish with a time of
1:56.90, and the 3000-meter
run, where Taylor ﬁnished
with a 1-2-3-5-6 ﬁnish led by
senior Michael Pabody, who
had a time of 9:08.59. Seven
Taylor runners are heading to
the NAIA Indoor Championships in Johnson City, Tenn.
on March 4-6.Upcoming
Meets:
3/4-3/6
NAIA National Indoor
Championships

The women’s track team had
an exceptional outing at the
Trine Invitational last Friday
with two relay wins and ﬁve
individual wins. Freshman
Henrietta Carey took two ﬁrst
place victories in the 60-meter
dash and the 200-meter dash
with the respective times of
8.20 and 26.83. Carey also
took the 4 x 200 team to a
ﬁrst place ﬁnish with a time of
1:50.60.
Junior Morgan Achterhoff,
also in the 4 x 200 team, ran
to a ﬁrst place victory in the
400-meter dash with a time of
1:02.92. Both Achterhoff and
Carey will run in the NAIA
Indoor Championships in
Johnson City, Tenn. on March
4-6.
Upcoming Meets:
3/4-3/6
NAIA National Indoor
Championships
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Taylor coaches reach milestones

Timmy Huynh

Women’s basketball coach Tena Krause celebrates her 400th victory with Athletic Director
Angie Fincannon.

By Andrew Morgan
Sports Co-Editor
New milestones continue to
set the tone of progress within
the 15 Taylor athletic programs
currently competing in the
NAIA. These profound achievements garnered by various
coaches and their teams have
allowed Taylor to amplify a rich
Christian athletic history admired and respected throughout intercollegiate sports.
“We value our heritage,” dean
of human performance and
athletics, Dr. Angie Fincannon
said. “We are always striving to

do better, as the world changes
and demands change.”
Fincannon, the former Taylor
head volleyball coach, led four
teams to the NAIA National
Tournament with a career winning percentage of .791. She
expects to expand the horizons
of Taylor’s Christian athletic
history that she helped build
alongside countless other outstanding individuals.
One such individual is men’s
basketball head coach Paul Patterson, who coached his 1000th
game this season.
“I think I just kept showing
up to work and pretty soon they

added up to a thousand,” Patterson said with a chuckle.
Since beginning his career at
Taylor in 1979, Patterson stands
in the top ten most winningest
active coaches in the NAIA and
in the top ten all-time wins list.
He is the recipient of 12 Coach
of the Year awards and an
NAIA Coach of the Year award.
Throughout his coaching tenure, he has led his teams to 14
NAIA National Tournaments,
and in 1996, was inducted into
the NAIA Hall of Fame.
“I think having a personal
relationship with the Lord has
been the number one ingredi-

ent in all of this,” Patterson
said. “It’s been amazing to see
God’s hand at work in the lives
of individuals and in the lives of
teams, as they share their talents together.”
Head woman’s basketball
coach Tena Krause also reached
a major milestone this year, as
she coached her 400th win during her successful 21-year year
history with the team.
“I feel very fortunate that the
Lord has used me to be one of
many that have allowed this
experience to happen,” Krause
said.
Coach Krause has led her
team to ﬁve NAIA national tournaments, the last being in the
2008-09 season. Krause holds
the most wins of any women’s
basketball coach in the history
of Taylor University.
“The credit for these wins
goes to the many who have sacriﬁced so much to see this program succeed,” Krause said.
Other recent achievements
include head football coach
Ron Korfmacher, who won the
Regional Co-Coach of the Year
in 2009. Head baseball coach
Kyle Gould and volleyball head
coach Brittany Smith both
reached the 100-win milestone
during the 2008 season. Also,
head men’s tennis coach Don
Taylor won the MCC coach of
the year award in 2007.
“We see these as great things,
but really, in the big picture
of athletics, they’re just baby
steps,” Fincannon said. “We
just roll up our sleeves and keep
going, because there’s so much
more work to be done.”
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Josh Miller

Name: Becca Morris
Hometown: Jackson, TN
Favorite Starburst: Pink
Nickname(s): Becs
Favorite Color: blue/green
Favorite Cartoon: Tom and Jerry or Scooby-Doo
Favorite Sitcom Character: Shawn Spencer (Psych)
Favorite NBA player: LeBron James
Best Advice you’ve received: stay out of debt, because then
you’ll be able to do things you want to do and do things for others.
Favorite Bible verse: Philippians 1:20-21
High School Mascot: Bruin
Dream Vacation: Ireland and Australia
Favorite Band/Musician: Don’t have one ... I’m all over the
place when it comes to music
Nike or Adidas: Nike
Coke or Pepsi: Coke
Favorite Animal: Wolf
Favorite Comedian: Tim Hawkins
Favorite thing about TUWBB: the food ... and, of course, my
teammates: )

